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ON THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF

DETERMINING THE SOLVABILITY OR UNSOLVABILiTY

OF THE EQUATION X2 - DY2 = -1

by

j. c. lagarias

Abstract. The problem of characterizing those D for which the Diophantine

equation X2 — DY2 = - 1 is solvable has been studied for two hundred years.

This paper considers this problem from the viewpoint of determining the computa-

tional complexity of recognizing such D. For a given D, one can decide the

solvability or unsolvability of X2 — DY2 = - 1 using the ordinary continued

fraction expansion of VÖ, but for certain D this requires more than

\ vD (log D)~ ' computational operations. This paper presents a new algorithm

for answering this question and proves that this algorithm always runs to comple-

tion in 0(Z>1/4+') bit operations. If the input to this algorithm includes a

complete prime factorization of D and a quadratic nonresidue n¡ for each prime

p¡ dividing D, then this algorithm is guaranteed to run to completion in

0((log 0)5(log log £>)(log log log D)) bit operations. This algorithm is based on an

algorithm that finds a basis of forms for the 2-Sylow subgroup of the class group of

binary quadratic forms of determinant D.

1. Introduction. The problem of determining those D for which the equation

X2 - DY2= -1 (1.1)

(sometimes called the non-Pellian equation) is solvable in integers (X, Y) has a long

history. It is well known that for any positive nonsquare D the solvability or

unsolvability of (1.1) can be determined by expanding Vö as an ordinary

continued fraction

VD =[a0, ax,...,aN] (1.2)

where the portion [ax, . . . , aN] is periodic. Then (1.1) is solvable or not according

to whether N is odd or even. If N is odd, then

X0/Y0=[a0,ax,...,aN_x] (1.3)

is the minimal positive solution of (1.1). (These facts are usually stated for

squarefree D, but are true for a general nonsquare D.)

A second approach to this problem involves using generalized residue symbol

criteria derived from D to determine conditions on D which guarantee that (1.1) is

solvable or unsolvable. This approach was initiated by Legendre in 1785. He

proved that if D is a prime/? = 1 (mod 4), then (1.1) is solvable, while if ap = 3
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(mod 4) divides the squarefree part of D then (1.1) is unsolvable. Dirichlet [8]

observed that if D = pq with p = q = 1 (mod 4) and (p/q)4 = (q/p)4 = -1 then

(1.1) is solvable. For D = px ■ ■ ■ pN Tano [37] obtained quadratic residue criteria

among the/?, which when they held would guarantee (1.1) is solvable. Scholz [32]

applied methods of class field theory and obtained (among other results) that in the

case D = pq with p = q = I (mod 4) that (1.1) is unsolvable when (p/q)4 ¥*

(q/p)4, but in the case (p/q)4 = (q/p\ = 1 the equation (1.1) is sometimes

solvable and sometimes not. Both Scholz [32] and Redei [31] observed that these

residue symbol criteria were related to the structure of the 2-Sylow subgroup of an

appropriate ring class group of Q(V1) ). Redei [30], [31] introduced a "conditional

Artin symbol" defined in terms of generators of certain class fields, by means of

which he gave a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to be solvable.

Narkiewicz [27, p. 463] treats the problem of determining those D for which (1.1) is

solvable as still open, presumably due to the nonexplicit character of Redei's

conditions. Explicit residue symbol conditions for special types of D are still being

found, e.g. Kaplan [17], Pumplün [29].

In considering these two approaches, a natural question to ask is: Does the

residue symbol approach provide a simpler characterization of those D for which

(1.1) is solvable than that of simply testing each D by the continued fraction

algorithm? This paper examines this question from the viewpoint of the worst-case

complexity of computing for each D whether (1.1) is solvable or not.

We shall measure computational complexity in terms of elementary operations.

An elementary operation is a Boolean operation on a single binary bit or pair of

bits, or an input or shift of a binary bit. For example, it takes [log2 D] + 1

elementary operations to load the binary representation of D into a register. In

counting elementary operations, we use O(n) to indicate an upper bound of Cn

operations, where C is an effectively computable positive constant which does not

depend on the input of the algorithm being analyzed, but which may vary at each

occurrence of the O-symbol. For ease in bounding operation counts, we establish

the convention throughout the sequel that

looN=il0ëW    i{\N\>^
I 2    if|iV|<<7.

What is the worst-case complexity of determining whether (1.1) is solvable using

the continued fraction algorithm? This algorithm is very efficient for finding the

minimal solution of (1.1) when it exists, but this solution may be very large. For

example, when D = 52* + 1 with k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . the equation (1.1) is solvable

and the minimal solution (Xk, Yk) satisfies

Xk + YkVS = (2 + V5 f. (1.4)

Now the partial quotients a,-, the continued fraction expansion of VD in (1.2), can

be shown to satisfy

0<a,<2VZ>. (1.5)
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This implies that the continued fraction expansion of VD for D = 52k+1 has a

period length exceeding j VD (log D)~1} Since computing each partial quotient of

VZ? requires at least log D elementary operations, these examples show the

continued fraction algorithm may require at least \VD elementary operations in

the worst case. (These examples are complemented by a result of Hua [16] which

implies an upper bound of 0(VD log D) for the period length of the continued

fraction expansion of vD .) On the other hand, these examples do not apply to

Narkiewicz's version of the problem, which requires that D be squarefree. The

worst-case behavior of the continued fraction algorithm of VD for squarefree D is

one of the outstanding problems of number theory, being closely related to

determining the size of the class number of the real quadratic field Q(VZ) ). By the

Brauer-Siegel Theorem (Lang [23]) those VZ) with long periods are associated to

Q(V/> ) with small class numbers. (See also Yokoi [41].) The empirical evidence

convincingly supports the conjecture that there are infinitely many squarefree D

for which the length of the period of the continued fraction expansion of "v^D

exceeds D '/2-e for any fixed e > 0 (see Hendy [14]).

We now consider the residue symbol approach. The main results of this paper

are a new algorithm based on the residue symbol approach and a worst-case

complexity analysis establishing that this algorithm is superior to the ordinary

continued fraction algorithm (Corollary 1.3). In fact, we establish somewhat more.

The residue symbol approach seems to require a complete prime factorization of

D.2 Indeed, most of the known residue symbol criteria are expressed in terms of the

prime factors of D. The main complexity result of this paper is that the residue

symbol approach can be extended to yield an algorithm determining the solvability

of (1.1) whose main bottleneck is finding a factorization of D.

Theorem 1.1. There is an algorithm which when given a positive D together with

(i) a complete prime factorization of D,

(ii) a quadratic nonresidue n¡ for each prime p¡ dividing D,

determines whether X2 — DY2 = -1 is solvable in integers or not, and which always

terminates in 0((log £>)5(log log D)(log log log D)) elementary operations.

The essential feature of this result is that the running time bound is polynomial

in the length of the input data. (The input data is of length at least log2 D binary

bits.)

The hypothesis (ii) concerning quadratic nonresidues can be removed by an

appeal to a conditional result of Ankeny [3]. This asserts that if the extended

Riemann hypothesis (ERH) is true, then for any prime p there is a quadratic

nonresidue n (modp) with 0 < n < C(logp)2 where C is an effectively computable

'Examples of this kind are apocryphal and were undoubtably known to Dirichlet. We give proofs of

these facts in Appendix A, since there do not seem to be readily accessible references.

2 It is unlikely (but not impossible) that factorization can be avoided. For example, Dirichlet's

necessary condition that an odd D have all primes which divide its squarefree part satisfy p m 1 (mod 4)

is equivalent to D = x2 + y2 being solvable in integers. But determining whether or not D has such a

representation seems no easier a problem than factoring D.
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constant independent of p. We can test in 0((log/>)3(log log/>)(log log log/?))

elementary operations whether a given m with 0 < m <p is a quadratic residue

(mod/») or not, and this yields the following result.

Corollary 1.2 (ERH). There is an algorithm which when given a positive D

together with a complete prime factorization of D determines whether X2 — DY2 =

-1 is solvable or not. If the extended Riemann hypothesis is true, this algorithm

always terminates in 0((log Z))5(log log Z>)(log log log D)) elementary operations.

We also obtain an unconditional result by use of existing bounds on factoriza-

tion and finding quadratic nonresidues. Pollard [28] gives a worst-case bound for

factoring D of 0(D1/4+e) elementary operations, for all e > 0. Burgess [5] shows

that all primes/» have a quadratic nonresidue n with

0 < n < C(e)p1/4e+t (1.6)

for any e > 0 and an effectively computable constant C(e) depending on e. These

yield the following result.

Corollary 1.3. There is an algorithm which when given a positive D decides

whether X2 — DY2 = -1 is solvable or not. This algorithm always terminates in

0(D '/4+e) elementary operations, for any given e > 0.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the theory of integral quadratic forms.

Basic notions and definitions of that theory are given in §2. That section establishes

the well-known fact that (1.1) is solvable exactly when the indefinite binary

quadratic form X2 — DY2 is equivalent to the form — X2 + DY2. Thus deciding

the solvability of (1.1) can be viewed as a special case of deciding the equivalence

or inequivalence of two binary quadratic forms. There is, however, no fast algo-

rithm known for deciding the equivalence or inequivalence of two arbitrary

indefinite quadratic forms. All known algorithms for deciding the equivalence of

two binary quadratic forms of determinant D > 0 appear to take on the order of

D 1/2 elementary operations in the worst case, even if a complete prime factoriza-

tion of D is provided as input. The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on a special

property of the particular forms X2 — DY2 and — X2 + DY2. To explain this,

recall that the set Cl(D) of equivalence classes of (properly primitive) quadratic

forms of determinant D can be given the structure of an abelian group. The special

property of the forms X2 — DY2 and — X2 + DY2 is that they are of order 1 or 2

in C1(Z>). The proof of Theorem 1.1 actually gives a decision procedure for

equivalence or inequivalence of forms known to be in the 2-Sylow subgroup Cl(D )2

of Cl(D). As an intermediate step, the algorithm produces a set of forms whose

equivalence classes form a basis of Cl(D)2.

There has been extensive research on the problem of determining the structure of

Cl(D)2. These include algorithms of Bauer [4], Hasse [13], Kaplan [18], Morton

[26], Redei [31] and Shanks [34]. All of these algorithms appear to have worst-case

running time bounds exponential in log D, even when a complete factorization of

D is provided. The algorithms of Bauer [4], Hasse [13], Kaplan [18] and Shanks [34]

do not use the basis algorithm, and hence may be exponential in log D due to the
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possible large size of C1(Z>)2. The algorithms of Bauer [4], Hasse [13], Morton [26]

and Redei [31] rely on finding nonzero solutions to certain diagonal ternary

quadratic forms

aX2 + bY2 + cZ2 = 0 (1.7)

by the reduction procedure of Lagrange or direct search. Direct search is based on

the bound of Hölzer [15] that when (1.7) is solvable there exists a nonzero solution

(X, Y, Z) to (1.7) with |*| < V\bc\ , Y < V\ca] , Z < V\ab\ . This yields a
worst-case running time exponential in log(|a| + \b\ + \c\). Analysis of the usual

proof of convergence for Lagrange's procedure (Dickson [7, p. 129]) yields a

worst-case running time bound exponential in log(|a| + |¿>| + |c|).3 (There is how-

ever an algorithm for solving (1.5) due to Gauss [11, Article 292] which may be

quite efficient, but has not been analyzed.) Finally the algorithm of Redei [31]

requires constructing generators for certain class fields, and the possibility has not

been ruled out that these generators require a number of binary bits exponential in

log D to write down.

Our results on determining Cl(D)2 follow. Let Q denote a form of determinant D

and [Q] its equivalence class in Cl(D).

Theorem 1.4. There is an algorithm which when given any D not a perfect square

and given

(i) a complete factorization of D,

(ii) a quadratic nonresidue n¡ for each prime p¡ dividing D

determines a set  of forms  Qj  whose classes  [QJ] form a  basis of CX(D)2 and

determines the exact order of each [QJ] in that group. This algorithm terminates in

0((log Z>)5(log log Z))(log log log D)) elementary operations in the worst case.

In particular, with the input (i), (ii) above, the complete set of 2-invariants of

C1(Z>) can be determined in 0((log Z))5(log log Z>)(log log log D)) elementary op-

erations (see Lagarias [20]).

Theorem 1.5. There is an algorithm which when given any D not a perfect square

and given

(i) a complete factorization of D,

(ii) a quadratic nonresidue n¡ for each prime p¡ dividing D,

(iii) two quadratic forms Qx, Q2 of determinant D such that [Qx], [ß2] G Cl(D)2,

will decide the equivalence or inequivalence of Qx and Q2. Let L =

Max(|K2,||, ||ß2||). This algorithm requires

0((log />)5(log log Z>)(log log log D) + (log L)2(log log L)(log log log L))

elementary operations in the worst case.

Here || Q || is a measure of the size of the coefficients of the form Q defined in §2

by (2.6).

3 Lagrange's procedure may find solutions much larger than Holzer's bound. It seems possible that

those solutions may require a number of binary bits exponential in log(|a| + |¿>| + \c\).
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The proof of these theorems splits naturally into two parts. The first part

involves a purely group-theoretic basis algorithm for constructing a basis of an

abelian/7-group^í given

(i) a generating set for the elements of order/? in A,

(ii) a basis of the characters of order/; on A,

(iii) an element a e A such that Xp = a has at least one solution in A, a method

for finding one such solution X.

Given a basis of A and (ii), (iii) above, there is a simple representation algorithm

which can be used to decide whether two given elements of A are equal or not.

Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 use the case p = 2. These algorithms are described in §3.

They have been independently discovered by P. Morton [26], who observes they

are implicit in the work of Redei [30], [31].

The second part involves worst-case complexity analyses of algorithms supplying

the prerequisites (i)-(iii) of the basis algorithm above. These require analyses of

many of the basic algorithms underlying the theory of integral quadratic forms.

These include algorithms to reduce binary and ternary quadratic forms, to compose

two binary forms, to evaluate the generic characters on a form, to decide whether a

form is a square in Cl(£>), and to extract a square root in Cl(D) of such a form if it

is a square in Cl(D). Most of this analysis is carried out in Lagarias [21]. The

required worst-case bounds are presented in §4. The proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.4

and 1.5 follow in §5.

Finally we observe that Theorem 1.1 gives information on the complexity of

recognizing the set

S = {D\X2 - DY2 = -1 is solvable}.

An almost immediate corollary of this theorem is that the set S1 is in both the

complexity classes NP and co-A/P. General results on the complexity of recogniz-

ing certain subclasses of solvable Diophantine equations appear in Adleman and

Manders [1], [2] and specific results concerning binary quadratic Diophantine

equations appear in Lagarias [22] and Manders and Adelman [24].

2. Binary quadratic forms. A binary quadratic form

Q(XX, X2) = aX2 + 2bXxX2 + cX2 (2.1)

is denoted [a, 2b, c], and is said to be integral if its associated symmetric coefficient

matrix

has integer entries. The determinant D of the form Q is given by

D = b2 - ac = -det(MQ). (2.3)

Such a form is definite if D < 0, indefinite if D > 0 is not a square and degenerate

if D is a perfect square. An integral binary form [a, 2b, c] is properly primitive if

(a, 2b, c) = 1. Two forms Qx and Q2 are equivalent if there is an integer unimodu-

lar matrix S such that

Me2 = S'MQS. (2.4)
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In this case we write Qx « Q2, and denote the equivalence class of Q by [Q].

The relation between the solvability of the equation X2 — DY2 = -1 and the

equivalence of two particular binary forms is well known (Smith [36, p. 197]).

Proposition 2.1. The following are equivalent.

(i) X2 — DY2 = -1 is solvable in integers.

(ii) The forms [1,0, — D] and [-1,0, D] are equivalent.

Proof. Suppose X2 - DY2 = -1. Then

X        Y \(l       0   \(X     DY\ = (-l     0\
DY     -X)\0     -DAY     -X)      \0      DJ'

hence [1,0, — D] « [-1, 0, D], Conversely, suppose

/«.,   *2iWl     o w«„   «.2W-1    o\ (25)
\aX2     a22)\o     -Z)Aa2i     a22)     \ 0      DV y''

where axxa22 — ax2a2x = 1. Comparing the upper left entries of both sides of (2.5)

yields a2, — Da\x = -1.    □

Gauss [11] observed that the set of equivalence classes Cl(D) of properly

primitive integral binary quadratic forms4 with a fixed nonsquare determinant D

could be given the structure of an abelian group under an operation he called

composition. He actually defined this operation on pairs of binary forms, and

showed it was well defined on equivalence classes. We denote the composition of

two forms Qx, Q2 by Qx ° Q2. The following result allows us to compose forms of a

special type (see Cohn [6, Chapter 13], Lagarias [21]).

Proposition 2.2. Given binary forms Qx = [a, 2b, c] and Q2 = [a', 2b, c'] of

determinant D with (aa1, 2b) = 1, then Qx ° Q2 « Q3 where Q3 = [ad, 2b, c/a'].

(Note that a'\c so Q3 is integral.) Proposition 2.2 gives the following result.

Corollary 2.3. Let I = [1,0, - D] and -1 = [-1, 0, D]. Then [I] is the identity

element in Cl(D) and [— I] is of order 1 or 2 in Cl(D).

Proof. / ° / s¿ / and -/°-/sa/.   □

In particular the form classes [/] and [-/] are in the 2-Sylow subgroup C1(D)2

of Cl(D).

We shall need a measure of the size of a binary form in order to count

elementary operations. We first define the size \\A\\ of a matrix A = [a¡J] to be

\\A\\ = Uax\au\. (2.6)
'J

The size of a binary form Q = [a, 2b, c] is the size of its coefficient matrix (2.2).

In the subsequent algorithms we shall deal primarily with reduced binary

quadratic forms. An indefinite form Q = [a, 2b, c] is reduced provided

0<b<V~D,        Vd - b <\a\<V~D + b. (2.7)

A definite form is reduced provided

\2b\ <a <c. (2.8)

(

4We abbreviate this to binary form henceforth.
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A degenerate form is reduced provided

a = 0,       0 < c < 2b - 1. (2.9)

A reduced form Q = [a, 2b, c] cannot have large coefficients in terms of its

determinant D. The size of a reduced form satisfies the bounds

|Z>|>||ß||>eVFÖ| (2.10)
regardless of whether it is definite, indefinite or degenerate.

3. Basis and representation algorithms for abelian /^-groups. Let A be a finite

abelian p-group with identity element 1, and the group operation denoted multi-

plicatively. A set {bx, ... , bg} is an ordered basis5 of A if

(i) ord Z>, = p"' < ord bi+x = p">*' for all i,

(ii) each element a G A can be uniquely expressed in the form

8

a= IT {b,-/1,      0<f <p\alli. (3.1)
/=i

Let h denote the exponent of A. We define the p-invariants e¡ for 1 < z < h in

terms of an ordered basis {b¡} by the conditions that e¡ be the number of basis

elements of order equal or exceeding/?'. Note that ex = g, the number of genera-

tors of A. By the fundamental theorem of finitely generated abelian groups, such a

group has an ordered basis, and the numbers ex, . . . , eh, h are invariants of the

group A independent of the ordered basis chosen.

The following notation is used in the remainder of this section.

Ap = {ap\a G A),   Aj = {a^'= l),

A = the character group of A,   Ax = {xlx^ = 1 G^}-

Characters x of A, will be considered as mapping into the additive group of the

finite field Z/pZ, by use of the isomorphism

exp(2mk/p) h> k (mod/?). (3.2)

We shall present an algorithm for finding an ordered basis of a finite abelian

/»-group A when we are given the following.

(i) A generating set {/,|1 < i < m} of the subgroup Ax of ele-

ments of order < p in A.

(ii) A basis {Xy|l < j < g} for the group Ax of characters of

order/? of A,6 and a means of evaluating Xy(a) f°r any ;', any      (3.3)

a G A.

(iii) An algorithm which when given a E. Ap finds an element

b El A such that bp = a. That is, it extracts a/>th root of a in A.

This algorithm is based on a criterion enabling us to recognize a basis.

We first recall a special case of the Burnside basis theorem [12, p. 176].

If condition (ii) alone holds, we call such a set (b¡) a basis.

'Later we will verify that a basis of A, has the same number of generators as a basis of A.
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Proposition 3.1. Let A be an abelian p-group. The canonical projection homomor-

phism tt: A —» A/Ap takes any basis {bx, . . . , bg} of A to a basis

{ir(bx), . . ., ir(bg)} of A / Ap. Conversely, if {ir(bx), ..., m(bg)} is a basis of A/Ap

then [bx, . . ., bg} generates A, but is not necessarily a basis.   □

This shows A/Ap requires g generators. Since A/Ap ss (A/Ap) ^Axby the

duality of an abelian group and its character group [12, pp. 195-196], Ax requires

exactly g generators.

To state the basis recognition criterion, we first note that since A/Ap is an

elementary /»-group (i.e. a direct sum of copies of Z/pZ), it may be regarded as a

vector space over the finite field Z/pZ, which has dimension g by Proposition 3.1.

The images ir(A¡) of the groups A¡ under the canonical map it are subspaces of

A/Ap. We need an auxiliary lemma specifying dim tt(AJ), for which we establish

the convention that eh+x = 0.

Lemma 3.2. dim ir(A¡) = g - ei+xfor 0 < i < h.

Proof. Let {bx, . . ., bg} be a basis of A. Then [bf, . . . , b^} is a basis of A¡

where

[b, if ord b, < p',
/j(') = J  J J

{(bjY*    if ord bj = pi+k,k > 1.

By the definition of e¡, bj¡) = bj exactly when y" < g — e/+I. Then by Proposition

3.1, {^(b^), . . . , 7r(è^'le+ )} are linearly independent. Furthermore TT(bj°) = 1 for

g - ei+x <j < g since bj') G Ap in that case. Since the images ^(bj0) generate

tt(AJ), dim tt(Aí) = g - ei+x.    □

Theorem 3.3 (Basis recognition criterion). Let A be an abelian p-group and it:

A -» A/Ap the canonical projection homomorphism. Then {bx, . . . , bg} is an ordered

basis of A if and only if

(i) {7T(bx), ..., 7T(bg)} is a basis of A / A",

(ii) {bx, ..., bg_e) C At_xfor 1< i <h.

Proof. => (i) holds by Proposition 3.1 and (ii) by Lemma 3.2 and the definition

of ordered basis.

<= By Proposition 3.1, (i) implies {bx, . . . ,bg} is a generating set. So every

element a E A has a representation

g

i = i

Now

= IT K;       0 < n,■< ord(¿>,). (3.4)
i

/l|./>«i+e*+---+«. (3.5)

On the other hand (ii) implies

ord bj < p' when g - e¡ <j < g - ei+x (3.6)
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for 1 < i < h. This bound shows that if R is the number of distinct elements arising

from (3.4) then

R < />e'+e>+ ■■+e* (3.7)

and that equality can occur in (3.7) only if

ord bj = p'    when g — e¡ <j < g — ei+x (3.8)

holds for all i. But (3.5) forces equality in (3.7), and this also shows that representa-

tion of an element a G G in (3.4) is unique, verifying (3.1) (ii). Finally (3.1) (i)

follows from (3.8).    □

We now turn to the basis algorithm. A key fact underlying the algorithm is that

the Z/pZ-\ectoi space A/Ap can be coordinatized using the basis of characters

{Xi> • • • » Xg} 01 -^i provided by (3.3) (ii). We identify ir(à) G A/Ap with the

coordinates (xi(a), ■ ■ ■ , Xg(a)) of a g-dimensional Z//?Z-vector space V. This is

well defined because if a, a' axe two preimages of tt(o) then a' = abp and

x(a) = x(a)x(bp) = x(a) f°r all X G Ay The vector space F is a coordinatized

version of the second dual of A/Ap, and this identification is just the canonical

isomorphism between an abelian group and its second dual. The projection map it:

A —> A/Ap s; V in coordinate form is

<<*) = (Xi(«)> • • • > X*0)). (3.9)

The basis algorithm runs as follows.

Cycle 1. Given the elements i„ 1 < i < m, form the m X g matrix

A/(1)=[x/0] (3.10)

with Z/pZ entries whose rows are the coordinates (3.9) of w(t¡). Use Gaussian

elimination over Z/pZ via elementary row operations to find an m X m matrix

rO) =[r<¡P],        1 </,/ <m, (3.11)

over Z/pZ of determinant 1 such that

r(1> = RWMW (3.12)

is in reduced row-echelon form. Set rx = rank(7,(1)), so that exactly the first rx rows

of Tm are nonzero. Using (3.11) and (3.12) we can rewrite Tm as Tw = [x/",-0)]

where

m

«p> - n (t,)^. (3.13)
/=i

NoteO < rJP <p.Set

b, = «„       1 < i < /-,. (3.14)

These will be the first rx elements of the basis, and will remain fixed throughout the

rest of the algorithm. If rx = g, halt. Otherwise go to Cycle 2.

Cycle k + 1 (k > 1). We suppose that we are given rk with rk <g and a set

{ujk)\l < z" < m} such that the matrix

T^=[xj(u^)] (3.15)
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has its first rk rows linearly independent over GF(p) and the remaining rows zero.

Each row i, for 1 < z < rk, has a column c, of lowest index containing a nonzero

entry, called its leading column. We also require that

(i) all leading columns c, are distinct,

(ii) for 2 < i < rk, row i is zeroed out in all (3.16)

leading columns c, for 1 < y < z.

(These conditions are equivalent to the existence of a permutation of the columns

that puts the matrix 7'(*) in reduced row-echelon form.)

Since the x> are a basis of Ax, if Xj(u) = 0 for 1 < j < g then u E Ap. By

hypothesis this is the case for ufk\ rk + 1 < i < m. Use the pth root extraction

algorithm to find //* + 1) such that

(4*+»y = «{*>,       rk+ Ki <m. (3.17)

Also set

<i**»> — i*í*>,        l<z</*, (3.18)

and consider the m X g matrix Af(*+1) = [Xj(tjk+1))]- Now apply Gauss elimination

to rows rk + 1 through w, holding rows 1 through rk fixed, to obtain T(k + 1\ This

involves subtracting multiples of rows 1, 2, ...,/— 1 in this order to zero out the

corresponding leading column entry of the row / being reduced. If row / is zeroed

out, exchange it with a nonzero row of higher subscript and reduce the new row /.

This procedure yields an m X m matrix

/t<*+1>-[4*+,>],        I <i,l <m, (3.19)

of determinant 1 such that 7,(*+1) = /?<*+1)M(* + ,). Here r(*+1) has rank rk + x > rk,

its first rk rows coincide with those of T(k), its first rk+x rows satisfy (3.16) and all

its remaining rows are zero. We calculate T(-k + 1) = [xj,(«í* + 1))] where

m

„}*+») = ¡J (,f >Y*+ \        l < i < m. (3.20)
/=i

Set

b, = «i*+1>    for rfc</<rft+I. (3.21)

If /•(k:+1 = g, halt. If r¿+1 < g, go to Cycle k + 2.

Theorem 3.4. (i) 77ze algorithm halts at the end of cycle h, where h is the exponent

of A.
(ii) 77ze rank rk of the matrix T^ satisfies

rk = dim ir(Ak) = g - ek + x (3.22)

for 1 < k < h.
(iii) The set {bx, . . . , bg} obtained is a basis of A.

Proof, (i) and (ii). We have to establish two key facts.

Fact (A). At the &th cycle {u\k), . . . , u^} is a generating set for Ak.

Fact (B). At the A:th cycle {-ïï(bx), . . ., ir(br )} is a basis for Tr(Ak).
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The rank rk of the matrix T(K) is the dimension of the subspace of A /Ap =s V

spanned by {tt(u\k)), . . . , ^(u^)} so the truth of fact (A) implies (ii). Also the truth

of fact (A) for k implies fact (B) for k because the b¡ were chosen so that

{■n(bx), . . . , Tr(bk)} is a basis of the row space of Tw. Finally fact (B) for k = h

and the fact that Tr(Ah) has dimension g shows that the halting criterion is satisfied

at exactly the end of cycle h, which is (i).

It suffices to prove fact (A), which we do by induction on k. It is true for k = 1

because the given t¡ are a generating set and R(1) is invertible in (3.12). Assume fact

(A), and hence fact (B), is true for k = s. Then a generating set for As n Ap is

{(bxY, .. ., (brJf, «<;>.„ . . . , m£>}. Suppose a G As + X. Then a" E As n A". Hence

aP = (,5/6'r)(,_?+,(M'î>r) (3-23)

for integer n¡, 1 < i < m. By construction (3.17)

{t\s+1))p = u\'\       r, + 1 < / < m. (3.24)

The f/*+1' are contained in the group Bs+X generated by {u/I+1)|l < i < m] because

the matrix /?(A:+1) in (3.19) is invertible over Z/pZ. This also shows As C Bs+X via

(3.17), (3.18). Now consider the element

st^(nv)(jM4*+T)- ow

Then ax E Bs+X by the preceding remarks. Since ap = (ajf from (3.24), (3.25) we

conclude a = axa2 for some a2 with aP = 1. Then a2 E Ax Q As C Bs+X, hence also

a E Bs+X. This establishes As+X <Z Bs+X. But the set {«p+1)|l < i < m} is gener-

ated by the tfs+1) in (3.17), (3.18) and the induction hypothesis shows tfs+1) G As+X

for 1 < i < m. Hence Bs+X E As+X, completing the induction step and proving fact

(A).
(iii) We check that {¿>,|1 < / < g} satisfies the basis recognition criterion. The

truth of condition (i) is just fact (B) for k = h, and that of condition (ii) is implied

by fact (A) and the already proved part (ii) of this theorem. By Theorem 3.3 we are

done.    □

Remarks. (1) The complete set of /»-invariants of A is determined by the basis

algorithm via (3.22).

(2) The basis algorithm also produces the quantities u}*) for g + 1 < z < m. Since

A is of exponent h,

{u\h))ph =1,       g + 1 < i < m. (3.26)

By use of the matrices Rw and the /, given in (3.17), (3.18), the equations (3.26)

yield nontrivial relations among the originally given {f(.|l < z < m}. In fact they

give a complete set of m - g independent relations among the /,. We do not pursue

this further here.

Once an ordered basis {bx, . . . , b } of A has been found, there is a simple

algorithm to represent a given element a E A in terms of this basis, if the following

are available.
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(i) The order p"1 of each basis element b¡,

(ii) a basis {xi> • • • > Xg} °f tne characters of order

ponA, and a means of evaluating x,(a) IOT (3 27")

any x and any a E A,

(iii) an algorithm which when given a E Ap finds an

element b E A such that bp = a.

This representation algorithm proceeds as follows.

Initialization. Set a, = a. Go to Cycle 1.

Cycle k. Given ak. Since {tr(bj)\l < 1° < g} are a basis of V, we can find the

unique relation

g

*(«*) = 2 «**(*/).       0 < «,., </>, (3.28)
( = i

by Gaussian elimination. Set

ck « H &/* (3.29)
1 = 1

and define a* by a* = (c¿)_1aA. Then Tr(ak) = 0 so a* G /i'. Use the pth. root

extraction algorithm to find ak + x E A such that (ak + xy = a*. If k < h go to Cycle

£ + 1. If & = h go to termination step.

Termination. We have now found

a = cxcp ■ ■ ■ (chf'(ah+xyh = cxcp ■ ■ ■ (chf~'

since A  has exponent h. Use the expressions (3.29) to give a = Ilf^ iC^,)"1, and

finally reduce each m¡ (mod/»"') where ord(¿»,) = p"1.

The representation algorithm allows us to test equality of two elements ax,a2 E

A. We compute their representations (3.1) in terms of the basis and equality occurs

if and only if all their exponents f agree.

4. Ambiguous classes, genus characters and square root extraction. In order to use

the basis and representation algorithms on the 2-Sylow subgroup Cl(D)2 of the

form class group C1(Z>), we need the following.

(i) Algorithms to compute the group operations of C\(D) on individual forms,

e.g., algorithms to compose two forms and to find the inverse of a form,

(ii) A basis {xjl < z < G} of all characters of order 2 on C\(D), and a means of

evaluating Xj(Q) f°r a given character x and form Q.

(iii) A set of binary forms {Q¡\1 < z < M} whose classes [Q¡\ are in Cl(D)2 and

generate all classes of order 2 in Cl(D)2.

(iv) An algorithm which when given a form Q whose class [Q] is a square in

Cl(D), finds a form G such that G » G = Q.

Worst-case complexity bounds on methods to do these are given in subsections B,

C, D and E respectively. Subsection A treats the complexity of reducing a form,

which plays a subsidiary role in the subsequent algorithms.

In order to simplify the statements of this section, we use M(n) such that

M(n) = «(log n)(log log n). (4.1)
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This is the Schönhage-Strassen bound on multiplication of two «-bit integers (see

Knuth [19, p. 274]).

A. Reduction of binary quadratic forms. In order to keep the coefficients of the

binary quadratic forms small during the course of the algorithms considered, we

apply algorithms reducing such forms at intermediate stages. Note that reduced

forms satisfy the size bounds (2.10). Reduction algorithms were analyzed in

Lagarias [21, Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.5], and these yield the following result.

Proposition 4.1. We are given a binary form Q = [a, 2b, c] which may be

definite, indefinite or degenerate. In each case there exists an algorithm which finds a

unimodular matrix S and an equivalent reduced form Qled resulting from transforming

Q by S. This algorithm takes 0(log||(2||M(log||(2||)) elementary operations in the

worst case and the size of S is bounded by

log||5||=0(log||ß||). (4.2)

B. Composition of forms. The group law on C1(D) is given by composition. This

operation is defined on individual forms. The following worst-case bound for

composing two reduced forms appears in Lagarias [21, Theorem 5.5].

Proposition 4.2. Given any two properly primitive reduced forms Qx, Q2 of

nonsquare determinant D there is an algorithm that deterministically computes a

properly primitive reduced form Q3 of determinant D such that Qx ° Q2 = Q3, which

requires no more than 0(log D A/(log D)) elementary operations in the worst case.

The inverse of a form Q = [a, 2b, c] is Q = [a, —2b, c]. Now Q «s Q =

[c, 2b, a]. Itcan be shown using Proposition 2.2 that [Q] = [Q]~l. In the case Q is

indefinite, Q is reduced if and only if Q is reduced. Consequently it takes 0(log D)

elementary operations to compute the inverse of a reduced form Q.

C. Genus characters. The characters x of order 2 on the class group Cl(D) of a

nonsquare determinant D are called genus characters. They are essentially

quadratic residue symbols (Legendre symbols) evaluated at integers N represented

by any form Q in the class [Q], with (N, 4D) = 1. We use the notation Xd(^) =

(N/p) to denote the Legendre symbol with respect to the odd prime p. We also

need three supplementary characters (mod 8). These are

x    (N) = i(-ir-,)/2,       A^l(mod2),

1 0,       N = 0 (mod 2),

x,W=(<-'r-"",       * = 1(n,od2),
[ 0,       N =0 (mod 2),

Xs(N) = X-4(W)Xg(JV).

The Legendre symbols described above are sufficient to give a basis for all genus

characters. We need a complete factorization of D to describe this basis. Set

D = df2 where d is the squarefree part of D. Let/?,, . . . ,pr denote the odd primes

dividing D, and let qx, . . . , qs be the odd primes dividing/ which do not divide D.

Let M denote the number of distinct prime divisors of D, so that M = r + s + 1
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or r + s according as 2 divides D or not. Let G denote the number of generators

required for all genus characters. The following result gives a basis for the genus

characters (Mathews [25, pp. 132-137]).

Proposition 4.3. The symbols in Table I all give rise to genus characters for the

specified D. The corresponding genus characters are independent except for the single

relation that (for each row) the product of the field characters is the trivial character.

If the first character in each row is deleted, the remaining characters in that row form

a basis for the genus characters for that type of D. They are exactly 2G distinct genus

characters where G is M — I or M as specified in Table I.

By Gauss' principal genus theorem the genus characters include all characters of

order 2 on Cl(D). So by the remark following Proposition 3.1, the number of

generators of Cl(D)2 is G.

Table I. Basis for Genus Characters

Determinant D = df Field Characters Ring Characters

Number of

Generators

G

d = 1 (mod 4)

f= 1 (mod 4)

/ = 2 (mod 4)

/=0(mod4)

1/3 1 (mod 2)
/ = 2 (mod 4)

/=0(mod4)

d = 2 (mod 8)

d = 6 (mod 8)

/ s 1 (mod 2)

/ = 0 (mod 2)

f= 1 (mod 2)

/=0(mod2)

An,)*••»  An

Vl '   ' •>x„

"Pi'

X _ 4, Xp j

X_4> XPi'

xPl >

x8, xPl, • •

X_8> Xp, > •

X-4> X8> X,

< x„

N7l ■

*<7l '

"■«7 1'

X,r' X_4

v<7j\

V?J

^i

Ai- 1

M- 1

Ai

Ai

Ai- 1

Af

Ai- 1

M

M- 1

The following result bounding the complexity of computing genus characters is

taken from Lagarias [21, Theorem 6.3].

Proposition 4.4. Suppose a complete prime factorization of D is given. Then for

any properly primitive reduced form Q of determinant D,

(i) the values Xi(Q) for a^ me relevant basis characters can be determined in

G(log D M(log D)) elementary operations,

(\i)for any genus character \ given expressed in terms of the basis characters, x(Q)

can be evaluated in 0(log D M (log D)) elementary operations.

D. Ambiguous forms. An ambiguous form [a, 2b, c] is a form for which a|2¿?. In

the case a\4D Gauss [11, Article 187] showed the following.

Proposition 4.5. Ambiguous forms occur only in classes of order 2 in the class

group. When D > 0 there are exactly two reduced ambiguous forms in each class of

order 2.
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This justifies calling classes of order 2 ambiguous classes. Since the number of

ambiguous classes equals the number of genus characters, when D > 0 there are

exactly 2G+I reduced ambiguous forms.

Lemma 4.6. Every reduced ambiguous form is equivalent to a properly primitive

form of shape [a, 0, c] or [a, a, c].

Proof. The transformation [¡[ °] takes [a, 2b, c] to [a, 2b + 2Xa, c']. Choose X

such that 0 < lb + 2Xa < 2a. Since a|2¿>, we have 2¿> + 2Xa = 0 or a.    □

The converse of Lemma 4.6 is true but we do not need it here.

Table II below exhibits a set of ambiguous forms which we will show generate all

classes of order 2 under composition. The forms in Table II are usually not reduced

forms, however.

Table II.  Generating Set of Ambiguous Forms

D = p2a< + 1 ■ ■ ■ /?^ + Vr+2 • • • qf'+ 2' and

the/?,, qj are distinct odd primes.

Qi =

Qr+J   =

Qr+s+\   =

Pi
2a, + 1

,0, -
D

,2a,+ 1

#>+2,o,

1

D
2b,+ 2

1 < i < r,

1 < j; < s,

2 2

2',0,-^
2'

Qr+s+2  ~ 4,4, 1
4

if D =3 (mod 4),

if D = 0 (mod 2),

if D = 0 (mod 8).

Lemma 4.7. For any nonsquare D > 0 Table II gives a set of G + 1 ambiguous

forms whose classes under composition generate all classes of order 2 in Cl(D).

Proof. The forms Qr+S+X, Qr+s+2 are present only for D in the specified

congruence classes. A comparison of Tables I and II shows there are G + 1 forms

in Table II in every case.

It suffices to show that all properly primitive forms of shape [a, 0, c] or [a, a, c]

can be obtained by composition from the Qk, since Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.6

guarantee that every class of order 2 contains such a form.

Consider Q = [a, 0, c] first. We may assume a > 0 without loss of generality

since ac = -D < 0 and [a, 0, c] « [c, 0, a]. Since a\D, the prime-power factors of a

divide p2a' + 1, q2hj + 2 or 2'. If p\a then (a, c) = 1 shows pjlfc while ac = -D shows

p2a' + 1\\a. Similarly if qj\a then q2b>+2\\a, if 2\a then 2'\\a. Applying Proposition 2.2

repeatedly then shows Q is composed of exactly the Q¡ whose first coefficient

divides a.
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Next consider Q = [a, a, c]. These can only occur if D = 0, 3, 7 (mod 8).

Certainly 2\a, and if D = 3 (mod 4) then D =\a(\a — 2c) shows a = 2 (mod 4).

If Z) = 0 (mod 8) then either 4\\a or 2'\\a, according to whether 4\\a or

4\(\a — 2c). Since [a, a, c] » [4c — a, 4c — a, c] via [~2 "¡], and (a, c) = 1 guaran-

tees c is odd, we may assume without loss of generality that 4\\a in this case. Next

we claim that

[ a, 0, c ] o [ a', a', c' ] = [ ad, aa', (a' - 2c')/2a ] (4.3)

whenever (a, a') = 1. To see this, note 2\a', 2\a so that

r      n     i      r i     »i       •    T 1      a' /2
[a, 0, c\ «s[a, aa , c J    via

and

la', a', c'~\ œfa', aa', c'"\    via

0        1

1     (a - l)/2

0 1

These last two forms can be composed by Proposition 2.2 to prove the claim. If

D = 3 (mod 8), then Q = [2a', 2a', c'] where a' is odd. By (4.3),

ß=[2,2, (1 - D)/2] o [a',0, -D/d\

Here the first form is Qr+S + X and the second has previously been produced from

the Qk by composition. For D = 0 (mod 8) we assumed Q = [4a', 4a', c'] with a'

odd, so by (4.3),

ß=[4,4, 1 - D/4] o [a',0, -D/a']

and as before Q is composed from the Qks.    □

E. Square root extraction algorithm. Gauss [11, Article 286] gave an algorithm for

finding a square root under composition of a form that is a square in the form class

group Cl(£>). The following result gives a worst-case complexity bound for square

root extension (Lagarias [21, Corollary 6.9]).

Proposition 4.8. Given a properly primitive reduced form Q = [a, 2b, c] of

nonsquare determinant D, suppose that

(i) a complete factorization of D is provided,

(ii) a quadratic nonresidue «, is given for each prime p¡ dividing D,

(iii) [Q] is the square of some element ofCl(D).

There is an algorithm which produces a properly primitive reduced form G such that

[G] ° [G] = [Q].  This algorithm terminates in 0((\og\D\f M(log|£>|)) elementary

operations in the worst case.

5. Complexity bounds. The first step is to bound the worst-case complexity of the

basis and representation algorithms.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that A is a p-group requiring G generators, of exponent H,

and with p-invariants {e,|l < z < //}. Suppose a set of M elements {ax, . . . , aM}

which generate the elements of order p in A is given. The basis algorithm finds a basis

{by . . . , bc} of A. The following are upper bounds on the number of operations used

in the basis algorithm in the worst case.
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(i) 0(M2GH) additions, multiplications and inverses of elements in Z/pZ.

(ii) 0(M2H log/?) multiplications of group elements.

(iii) 0((M — G)GH + (SfL i e,)G) character evaluations.

(iv) 0((M — G)H + SfLi £,) extractions of a pth root in A.

Proof. Gauss elimination on the rows of an M X G matrix over Z/pZ requires

0(M2G) additions, multiplications and inverses in Z/pZ. (Finding a~x in Z/pZ is

equivalent to solving aX = 1 (mod/?). This can be done via the Euclidean

algorithm in 0(\ogp M(\ogp)) elementary operations, see Lagarias [21, Proposition

3.3].) Since at most H cycles occur, this gives (i). Multiplication of group elements

occurs in (3.20). The bound 0(M2H log/?) follows from the fact that M elements

(3.20) are calculated during each cycle, each requires 0(M log/?) separate multipli-

cations, and there are H cycles. The bound M log/? comes from noting that any tr

with 0 < r <p can be calculated in O(log/?) multiplications by expanding r in

binary and using repeated squarings to calculate t, t2, t4, . . . . For (iii), we need

only note that the character evaluations required are those for all G characters for

each new element tjk + 1) for rk + 1 < i < M created via (3.17) at the kth cycle. By

Theorem 3.4 (ii), rk = G — ek, there are M — G + ek of these new elements. For

(iv) the only/?th root extractions are those at the same point (3.17), and there are

M - G + ek at the Â:th cycle,    fj

The bounds (i), (ii) in Theorem 5.1 can be improved, but this would not improve

the results in the main theorems.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose A is a p-group requiring G generators, of exponent H, and

with p-invariants {e,|l < i < //}. The representation algorithm expresses a given

element b G G in terms of an ordered basis {bx, . . . , bG} as

G

b=U (by,       0 < n, < ord(Z?,).
/= i

The following are upper bounds on the number of operations used in the worst case.

(i) O(GH) additions, multiplications and inverses of elements in Z/pZ.

(ii) 0(GH log/?) multiplications of group elements.

(iii) O(GH) character evaluations.

(iv) O(H)pth root extractions in the group A.

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 5.1.    □

The remaining information we need is an upper bound for the number of

generators G, the exponent H and the sum of the 2-invariants for Cl(D)2.

Lemma 5.3. The number of generators G, exponent H, and 2-invariants {e¡\l < z <

H } of Cl(D)2 satisfy

G= 0(logD/loglogD), (5.1)

H=0(logD), (5.2)

2>,= 0(logZ>). (5.3)
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Proof. (5.3) implies (5.2), since each e, > 1. Let Q = 2f_, e¡. We have

2Q = \Cl(D)2\ < \Cl(D)\ <D3. (5.4)

The last inequality uses the fact that each form class contains at least one reduced

form, and the number of reduced forms is at most D3 by (2.10). The bound for G is

implied by Proposition 4.3 which shows that G is at most the number of distinct

prime divisors of D. But an integer D has at most <3(log D/log log D) distinct

prime divisors,    fj

The inequality (5.4) is extremely crude. It is known that for squarefree D > 0,

\Cl(D)\ = 0(D 1/2 log D) but this only improves the constant in the O-symbol in

(5.3). Using genus theory one can show there are infinitely many squarefree D with

G > c0 log D/log log D for a small fixed constant c0. Little is known about H

other than that there are D for which it is arbitrarily large. We now prove the main

theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. This essentially amounts to applying the complexity

bounds of §4 in Theorem 5.1 and using Lemma 5.3. The initialization of the

algorithm requires a generating set of ambiguous forms, and we note M =

G + 1 using Lemma 4.7. Given a complete factorization of D it takes

0((log D) M(log D)) elementary operations to obtain the entries of Table II and

another 0((log D)2 M(log D)) to reduce them. Turning to Theorem 5.1, we see that

addition, multiplication and inversion in Z/2Z take 1 elementary operation each,

and log/? disappears from (ii). Applying Lemma 5.3 gives

and

OU M - G)H + I 2 e)\ = 0(log D).

Using the complexity bounds of §4, the bottlenecks are group multiplications and

square root extractions, both of which are bounded by

<3((log D)4 M(log £>)) (5.5)

elementary operations. In fact the square root extractions are the true bottleneck,

since (ii) could be sharpened in Theorem 5.1. This completes the proof. (Recall

(4.1).)   D
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We first reduce Qx and Q2 using Proposition 4.1. If

L = Max(|K2,||, ||f22||) this requires at most 0((log L) Af(log L)) elementary opera-

tions. Next we obtain a basis for C1(Z>)2. By Theorem 1.4 this requires

G((log D)4 M(log D)) elementary operations. Finally we apply the representation

algorithm to the reduced forms obtained from Qx, Q2. If they have identical

representations, they are equivalent, otherwise not. The representation algorithm

requires at most G((log D)3 M(log D)) elementary operations by a straightforward

analysis using Theorem 5.2, Lemma 5.3 and the bounds of §4.    □
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Corollary 2.3 the forms [1, 0, — D] and [-1, 0, D] are

in Cl(D)2. Apply Theorem 5.5 to determine whether they are equivalent or

inequivalent. This takes G((log D)4 A/(log /))) elementary operations, since L = D

in this case. By Proposition 2.1 we are done.    □

Appendix A. Period length of certain continued fractions. This appendix con-

structs examples of D for which the continued fraction expansion of VI) has a

long period. The method is based on principles due to Dirichlet [10].

Lemma A-1. Suppose that d > 1 is squarefree and that

X2 - df2Y2= -1 (A.l)

is solvable in integers. Then

X2 - df2kY2 = - 1 (A.2)

is solvable in integers for all k > 1. Let (Xk, Yk) be the minimal positive solution to

(A.2) and set ek = Xk + YJkVd . Suppose that (Yx, df) = 1. Then

ek=(eif~\   fork > 1. (A3)

Proof. The equation

X2 - dY2 = -1. (A.4)

is solvable by hypothesis, so let e = u + vVd denote its minimal positive solution.

It is well known the complete set of positive solutions (un, vn) to (A.4) is given by

un + vnVd = (e)n (A.5)

where n is odd. The minimal solution (Xk, Yk) to (A.2) is given by (un, vn/fk)

where n > 0 is chosen as the least odd integer for which

ü„ = 0(mod/*). (A.6)

Now

vn = (e" - ê")/Vd (A.7)

where ë = u — vVd . We view (A.6) as a congruence over the ring of integers of

Q(Vd ), via (A.7). This gives

e" =. e" (mod(fkVd )) (A.8)

where n is odd. Now (A.4) implies ê = -(e)-1 is a unit in Q(Vd), so (A.8)

together with n odd is equivalent to

a" = - 1 (mod{fkVd )) (A.9)

where a = e(i)~1 = -e2. Let nk denote the minimal solution to (A.9) if it exists. By

hypothesis nx exists, and by properties of the index calculus if nk+x exists then

nk\nk +1- The hypothesis ( Yx, df) = 1 is equivalent to

««.= -! + ßpJd (A.10)

where ß is an integer of Q( Vd ) relatively prime to fVd . The conclusion of the

lemma is equivalent to

nk -«,/*"*. (All)
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Note that /must be odd, or else (A.l) would be unsolvable.

We now establish (A. 11) by induction on k. Suppose it is true that nk = nxfk~x

and that

a"" = -1 + ßJkVd (A. 12)

with(ßk,fVd) = l.Then

«<"* = (- 1 + ßJkVd )" m (-iy(l + aßJkVd ) (mod(fk+1d)).

This shows (A.9) cannot hold (mod(/* + 1 VU/ )) unless f\a. Now

ak = _ j + ßJk+lVd (mod(fk+2d)) (A. 13)

since/is odd andf\(£). Hence nk + x = nxfk. Finally set

&+, = («"* + l)/fk+lVd

and  observe  from  (A. 13)  that ßk + x=ßk  (mod(fVd))  so ßk+x  is  invertible

(mod fVd ), completing the induction step.    □

This lemma covers the case d = 5, / = 5, since

e, = (2 + V5 )5 = 682 + 61 • 5 VI

in that case. This proves (1.4) in the text.

The following result appears in Wright [39, p. 34].

Lemma A-2. Let D > 0 not be a square. Then the partial quotients Oj of the

expansion of VÖ in an ordinary continued fraction expansion satisfy

0<an<2Vü. (A.14)

Proof. Set a0 = Vd , and an = an + l/a„+1, where an = [aj. If we write

an = {An+VD)/Bn (A. 15)

we have the identities

¿n+i = anBn - A„,       Bn+ ,=(/>- {Anf)/Bn - a2Bn + 2anAn

and

Bn={D-(An+x)2)/Bn + x.

Using the induction hypothesis that (£> — A2)/Bn is an integer, we establish by

induction that An, Bn are all integral. Next let an = (An - VD )/B„. Now 50 < 0,

and since an = an + l/an+1 while an > 1, we obtain -1 < än < 0 for n > 1 by

induction on n. Since an > 1

2An/Bn = an + an>0 (A. 16)

while

- 2VÖ //?„ = «„-«„ < -1.

This last inequality shows

0 < Bn < 2VÖ . (A.17)
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Then we have

0<^„<Vö, (A.18)

the left side following from (A. 16) and (A. 17), the right from (A. 15) and (A. 17)

since a„ > 1. Putting these in (A.15) shows an < (A„ + VZ> )/£„ < 2VZ> which

with an > 0 establishes (A. 14).    fj

This lemma immediately gives upper bounds for the convergents Pn/Q„ of the

continued fraction expansion of Vd. For

Pn+X   =   "nPn  + />„-.<   WO   +   l)/?„,

1n+\   =   anan  +   «1-1   <   (2^D   +   l)q„

for n > 1. Hence

/?„ -I- q„VD < VD (2VÖ + 1)". (A.19)

On the other hand, it is well known that if (x,y) is a positive solution to

X2 — DY2 = — 1 then x/y is a convergent of the continued fraction expansion of

Vd . Choosing a D = df2k with d > 2, f > 3 to which Lemma A-l applies, we

obtain

(£,/*" = ek < V~D (2VD + 1)"

from (A.19), which shows

n > log(e,)/fc-7log(2VD + 1) - 1.

When k > 2 this yields

n >c(d,f)D1/2(logD)-1 (A.20)

where

c(d,f) =2 log ex/3fVd (A.21)

is a positive constant depending on d and /, but independent of k. In the case

D = 52*+1,

c(5, 5) = 101og(2+V5)/15 V5 > j

giving the lower bound \ D 1/2(log D)~ ' for the period length of such Vd .

Remark. There are some weaker lower bounds known for the period length of

more general classes of D. A consequence of a result of Weinberger [38, Theorem

4] is that, assuming the truth of the extended Riemann hypothesis, for any

squarefree d there is an infinite sequence of primes {/?,} such that as D runs

through the sequence Di = dp2 the period lengths n¡ are bounded below by

«, > c(d)(D¡y/2(log Dl)~i where c(d) is a positive constant depending on d only.

The best lower bound for squarefree D is due to Yamamoto [40], who showed there

is a constant c > 0 and an infinite sequence of squarefree D for which the period

lengths of VZ>  exceed c(log D )3.
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